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the iran iraq war a military and strategic history - the iran iraq war is one of the largest yet least documented conflicts in
the history of the middle east drawing from an extensive cache of captured iraqi government records this book is the first
comprehensive military and strategic account of the war through the lens of the iraqi regime and its senior military
commanders, iran iraq war wikipedia - iran iraq war part of the persian gulf conflicts participation of child soldiers on the
iranian front top left iranian soldier wearing a gas mask top right port quarter view of uss stark listing to port after being
mistakenly struck by an iraqi warplane middle left pro iraq pmoi forces killed in operation mersad middle right iraqi prisoners
of war after the re capture of, iran chamber society history of iran iran iraq war 1980 1988 - the iran iraq war
permanently altered the course of iraqi history it strained iraqi political and social life and led to severe economic
dislocations, the longest war the iran iraq military conflict dilip - a great piece to have on the bookshelf for anyone who
is interested in reading about the iran iraq war being the longest conventional war to happen in the 20th century between
any two nations there is a tremendous amount of historical military economic and political details to cover, iran iraq war
causes summary casualties facts - iran iraq war 1980 88 prolonged military conflict between iran and iraq during the
1980s open warfare began on september 22 1980 when iraqi armed forces invaded western iran along the countries joint
border though iraq claimed that the war had begun earlier that month on september 4 when iran shelled a number of border
posts, military history of iran wikipedia - with thousands of years of recorded history and due to an unchanging
geographic and subsequently geopolitical condition iran previously known as persia in the west until 1935 has had a long
varied and checkered military culture and history ranging from triumphant and unchallenged ancient military supremacy
affording effective superpower status in its day to a series of near, iraq the biggest mistake in american military history image via wikipedia there was a time not so long ago when the vietnam war was widely viewed as the biggest misstep in
american military history not only was the conflict poorly executed by, iraq a war for the jews interviews real jew news - i
have arranged to have two outspoken critics of the iraq war mr mark weber director of the institute for historical review ihr
here and dr stephen zunes professor of politics and international studies at the university of san francisco here to participate
in a debate over who is to blame, the iraq war bush s biggest blunder newsweek com - history is beset by military
blunders from napoleon s attempt to conquer russia to america s decision to invade iraq but do leaders learn from the
mistakes of others, what caused the iraq war a debate part 1 of 2 duck of - editor s note this is a guest post by alexandre
debs and nuno p monteiro both of yale university in it they discuss the causes of the iraq war a subject of some recent
discussion at the duck of minerva this post discusses their forthcoming international organization article which is
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